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Main features
1. Choice of black, grey or white 

with matching inner and outer 
end caps as standard.

2. Available in five standard 
configurations but customised 
options are available on request.

3. Rear access Cat6, HDMI and USB 
data keystones. Cables are sold 
separately.

4. UK sockets feature integral fuses 
with a choice of 3.15A or 5A 
fuses to comply with BS 6396.

5. Tested to comply with BS 5733.
6. All standard options are supplied 

with a 1m mains lead to 3 pole 
connector. Starter leads with 
UK 13A plug are available on 
request. 

The new Harmony on desk module is the perfect solution for providing power and data 
sockets in offices and commercial spaces and has be designed to include a double end cap 
system that hides all visible fixing screws. 
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Cleaning, Storage & Maintenance

Cleaning & Maintenance
Dry cloth, no abrasives 
or solvents to be used on 
the module surface.

Handling & Storage Do not drop or expose to 
moisture.

Warning
Do not use this product for any purpose other than 
which it was designed for.

All electrical cables should be fitted by a qualified or 
competent person.

Do not dismantle or remodel the power module.
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Harmony is available in three colours, black (fig. 04), grey (fig. 05) and white (fig. 06) with 
matching inner and outer end caps as standard but contrasting and coloured inner end 
caps are available subject to minimum order quantities and lead times.
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Dimensions and Fixing

The module dimensions are listed below for reference.  To fix the module to the desk we 
recommending using our Harmony C clamp or adhesive fixing kit.  Please note that two 
C clamps, for desks of 20-32m thickness, should be used for module with more than 2 
sockets. One adhesive fixing kit is required per module. Please see page 3 and 4.
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C Clamp Fixing Kit Instructions
1. Apply rubber feet to the base of 

the Harmony module (fig. 10). 
2. Place the unit in the desired 

position on the desk surface 
(fig. 11)

3. Fix the two C clamps at each end 
of the unit. Note, when a single 
C clamp is used you must ensure 
the C clamp is in the centre of 
the module (fig. 12).

4. Tighten the C clamp with a 5mm 
Allen key (not supplied).  Do not 
use power tools.
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Adhesive Fixing Kit Instructions
1. Clean both mounting surfaces 

with the cleaning wipe provided.
2. Place the adhesive tabs (equally 

spaced) on the unit surface, 
ensuring the removal tab is 
partially exposed (fig. 14).

3. Position the unit on a clean, dry 
desk surface (fig. 15). Do not try 
to reposition after positioning. 

4. Apply downward pressure for 
a minimum of 10 seconds. The 
product will be usable after 20 
minutes.
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Adhesive Fixing Kit Removal
1. Hold the unit firmly, whilst pulling 

the tab towards you (fig. 16).
2. Repeat this until all tabs have 

been removed (fig. 17).

Disclaimer: The adhesive strips have been rigorously tested to ensure that they 
function correctly on a wide range of surfaces. However we strongly recommend 
that you check with the supplier of the furniture prior to use. CMD Ltd will not be 
held liable for any subsequent damage that may occur during the normal use of this 
product. Failure to clean the surface will result in a poor bond, as will touching the 
cleaned areas.
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